ACADEMIC SENATE
of
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN LUIS OBISPO

RESOLUTION ON THE PROPOSAL FOR A B.S. DEGREE IN COMPUTER
ENGINEERING BE INCLUDED IN THE 1984-89 ACADEMIC MASTER PLAN

WHEREAS, There is a great demand for persons trained
in computer engineering; and

WHEREAS, The departments of Computer Science and
Electronic and Electrical Engineering at
California Polytechnic State University, San
Luis Obispo, can provide a balanced and broad
background for the student in Computer
Engineering; and

WHEREAS, There are no Computer Engineering programs
being offered by any campus of the Cal State
system but there are four proposals for such
in the Master Plan Revision; therefore be it

RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate supports the proposal
that a B.S. degree in Computer Engineering at
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis
Obispo, be included in the California State
University 1984-89 Academic Master Plan.

APPROVED

October 9, 1984